
Let’s make chemistry 
intelligent, efficient 
and responsible



makes a difference by 
contributing to the progress
of human society with 
sustainable chemistry

BR Specialities“

“



Intelligent

Efficient 

Responsible

To us, Chemistry isn’t just a tool that can aid industries, 

but a science that can be applied to solve real world 

problems. 

BR Specialities makes 
Chemistry intelligent, 
efficient and responsible,
to positively impact the society.



Legacy + Contemporary

Being in the industry for nearly four decades, we’ve 

specialized in offering innovative products and 

thoughtful solutions that reap long-term benefits.

Our vast experience, combined with our expertise in 

futuristic technology has made us the thought leader 

in the industry.

Cities 
state-of-the art 
manufacturing 

facilities

years of 
experience



Started trading 
of dyestuffs in the 
small township of 
Barnala, Punjab, 
India

Developed new 
technology for 
automotive solutions

Developed coating 
segment for Technical 
Textile solutions

Entered into a joint 
venture and eventually 
acquired Dipsi Chemicals, 
for manufacturing textile 
auxiliaries

Moved the Mumbai 
plant to a much larger 
& advanced plant in Barhi, 
Haryana

Developed Wool 
solutions

Started Export division;
Developed Denim solutions;
Laid the groundwork for new 
expansion plans in Gujarat

Started production of 4th 
Generation Silicon Oils;
Developed special series of 
chemicals to save time, water 
& energy in Textile Processing



Resourceful Sales Team + Chemistry Experts

Apart from being experienced salesmen, 

we’re Chemistry Experts who provide 

solutions for the problems facing the 

industry.

Our resources are always aligned with the 

evolving trends in the industry, allowing us 

to provide maximum customer 

satisfaction, with highly impactful 

solutions, in lesser time.

textile-chemical 
experts

certified traders trained dealers



Innovators + Performers

Dedicated R&D teamAdvanced in-house 
R&D lab

Global collaboration

R&D is at the core of everything we do. Innovating & applying our 

innovations to drive results are deeply ingrained in our culture.

We work with technology experts all over the world, at every level, 

to continuously upgrade our product-line & services offered.



Product Ranges + Solution-driven

Tangible products alone don’t solve problems, solutions & 

strategies do. We strongly believe that any problem can be 

addressed by combining high-performance products & viable 

solutions.

We’re industry leaders in providing customized solutions for 

small to large-scale problems. Our solutions are focussed to 

drive results, attain application-specific goals and produce 

desired performance.

 unique products product categories



Product Portfolio

Our portfolio encompasses a wide 

spectrum of expertly formulated 

solutions, which are made to impart the 

desired properties to each process in the 

textile industry. 

Pretreatment Dyeing Auxiliaries

PrintingFinishing Coating & Lamination



Our Focus Industries

We cater to numerous industries in which the 

functionalities & capabilities of Textiles play a 

major role. Our solutions are thoughtfully 

tailored to meet the specific requirements of 

industries and applications.

Our solutions cater to all key requirements 

in every industry, right from pretreatment 
to finishing.

Wool Solutions Home Textile SolutionsDenim Solutions

Active Wear Solutions

Technical Textile Solutions Fashion Solutions

Workwear Solutions

Outdoor Solutions



Empowering businesses + Empowering humans

We are committed to delivering value through chemistry not just for 

businesses, but also for the progress of human society and the planet.

We keep up our quality performance and deliver 100% environmentally 

safe products, in order to achieve both efficiency and sustainability.

GOTS certified ZDHC certified ISO certified



We collaborate with industry leaders to bring the benefits of chemistry to every life.

Our Clientele



Our passion towards providing a greater good using Chemistry, has been ingrained in all our products and services. 

With BR Specialities, Be The Change by implementing futuristic & efficient Textile solutions

Surpassing Expectations

Together Let’s make Chemistry intelligent, 
efficient and responsible.



Thank You

BR Specialities LLP
Plot No. 407, Barhi Textile Park, Phase-I, HSIIDC, Sonepat-131001, Haryana, INDIA.

P : 01145684189   |   E : info@brs.net.in   |   W : www.brs.net.in


